I Give You Authority: Practicing The Authority Jesus Gave Us
Synopsis

Fully revised and updated, this handbook shows readers how to exercise authority in the spiritual realm, providing protection for themselves and others and transforming lives.
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Customer Reviews

After reading the 2nd and 3rd review, I just have to giggle a bit. Aren't religious folk intense?! lol Seriously though, Dr. Kraft has done a wonderful job in this book... telling HIS story. He shares of his experiences, his thoughts and ideas, and his understanding of scripture, as well as his own findings. I wish people would just relax, take away what they will, and just leave the rest for someone else, and not just call it "bad". We're all very different, and will be educated and encouraged in different ways. Although I can easily understand why the critics are restless, I just wish they could mention a couple likes, dislikes, and be done. All of the "he used scripture so I'll use scripture" stuff is so old and tired. As if ANYone can talk of consistent "technique" used by the apostles or Christ, and why in the world would you expect an educated western gent to deal in the same social capacity as that of marginally educated middle eastern fellas? If you haven't spent much time over there, it's a different kind of "serious" than the silliness that is often North America. And why compare Paul's thorn to the common lot of our situations? When a dude writes over half the NT, I'm gonna go ahead and not throw him in with the rest of us. I'm also going to refuse to define what Jesus meant by "greater miracles". Pretty gutsy to imply that modern evangelism "exposed" trumps the feeding of the 5,000, or Laz gettin back up and grabbin a shower. :) I don't care how many
continents or how many miracles or how many points you want to make, let's not try to interpret our Creator... pretty much gonna botch that every time. I realize I have spent more time irritated at "the haters" than sharing about the book... just bothered me. Dr.
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